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Drive unlimited free

(Pocket-lint) - Bitcasa has brought its Infinite Drive cloud storage to the UK and Europe, offering an unlimited amount of online storage for £7 a month (8 euros). Like other services such as Dropbox and SkyDrive, Bitcasa allows you to store and access photos, music, videos, or files from multiple devices, regardless of
where your Internet connection is located. Unlike your opponents, however, there is no limit to how much you want in your Bitcasa digital locker. There are apps for iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, Android and Windows RT. Plus, desktop clients for Mac and Windows can be installed. If you need access from a device that isn't
your own, such as an Internet café, you can also sign in to your Infinite Drive account through a web browser. Other Bitcasa features include client-side security. The files are encrypted before leaving the computer, Bitcasa argues, that it's bank-grade security and can't be seen by the company itself. However, you can
still share files with friends and family - just send them a web link and they can view or stream online. Get an excellent Ivacy VPN for less with this awesome Christmas solutionAutatic machine-style backup device is offered so you can set up an entire library of files to back-up overnight if needed. Bitcasa has set up
Europe.To data centre in Ireland to ensure that data transfer speed and streaming performance is optimised to help launch the service here, the company offering Europe.To 20 per cent discount for new users who sign up by 31 August 2013. Enter promotional code UKEU20 and you can get the year of Infinite Drive for
£55.00. Visit www.bitcasa.com for more information and sign up. Writing by Rik Henderson. Unlimited liability means that the owners of the business are liable for the full amount of the debt and liabilities of that business. Unlimited liability is most common in general partnerships and sole owners. This can cause personal
difficulties for entrepreneurs if their company is unable to pay off their debt because lenders can turn to owners' personal property to pay outstanding debts. For this reason, many people who are starting a business use a structure that has limited responsibility for the owner. This means that they are only responsible up to
the amount they have invested in the business. Unlimited liability is particularly risky in a general partnership situation where the commitment is also common and separable. For example, Nadia and Mary form a partnership as a nail salon that Nadia will operate. Mary provides all the funds for the business by investing
$20,000 to start a salon. Mary and Nadia share the profits. If Nadia incurs $100,000 in debt to suppliers, and the business is unable to pay, then these vendors can only look at Mary for repayment. Even if a small business As a company or LLC, lenders and suppliers often require business owners to personally guarantee
debts before they extend a loan. However, personal personal often deny the protection of such limited liability business structures and mix debt into a form of unlimited liability. The factory launched a trio of external storage solutions on Monday that add a remote backup as a value-added feature. Simple Drive, Pro Drive
and Duo Pro Drive range from 250 Gbytes to 2 terabytes, with prices ranging from $99 to $799.99 at the high end. [For full pricing information, see the accompanying graphic.] The drives themselves are rough copies of the latest external storage solutions: they are equipped with external SATA as well as USB 2.0
connectivity, above IEEEE 1394 connections some of their competitors save costs. The drives are also direct backup solutions, though a network-connected storage product is on the company's schedule sometime in mid-2008, said Charles Hayes, the company's senior product manager. These include an intelligent fan
to keep the discs cool. As the name suggests, Duo Pro contains two drives that can be configured in raid 0 or RAID 1 configuration. Raid modifications are made to the hardware, and do not require any custom software. Switching back and forth between RAID modes restarts the drive, however, Hayes said. In addition,
the purchase of one of the new Fabrik units allows the consumer to back up 2 Gbytes of data using the online storage service Fabrik, for free. Online storage is a relatively new service offered by top companies, but not smaller suppliers. The difference is that for $4.95 per month, users can upgrade to an unlimited data
plan. There are no limits on the amount of data that users can upload or download daily, Hayes said. The only limit is that only one computer and its connected hard drives can be backed up. Since off-site data services have been designed with disaster recovery in mind, future upgrades may include the ability to be sent
dvDs with backed up data or even a new hard drive, he said. The data is encrypted via 128-bit SSL up to the offsite data page. Once there, it is stored in a 448-bit Blowfish data store, Hayes said. How to Chase Freedom Unlimited Referral Work? Chase Freedom Unlimited cardholders get a $100 bonus for referencigging
a friend's card. Look for up to five friends a year for a total of $500 in referral bonuses. Recommendations must be approved to receive a refund bonus. What is the Chase Freedom Unlimited Minimum Payment? Chase Freedom Unlimited's minimum payments are either $25 or a percentage of your balance with regular
interest, plus late fees as described in rates and conditions – which depending on which amount is higher. Minimum payments are due at least 21 days after the sum of each billing cycle. Cardholders can avoid paying interest by paying the balance in full each month. Chase Freedom Unlimited is a good first card? If you
can get approved, Chase Freedom Unlimited is a great starting card because you don't have to worry opting in rotating categories by term as you do with other cards – just get 1.5% back back all purchases. Even if you spend only $10,000 on a card per year, you can earn hundreds of dollars in cash back rewards. There
is no annual fee, and the card comes with free weekly credit score updates. In addition, it introduces you to Chase Ultimate Rewards. CardPurchase APRAnnual FeeIntro BonusCredit NeededKey featuresChase Freedom Unlimited®0% for 15 months, then runs 14.99%-23.74% variable $0$200 welcome bonus, When
you spend $500 with a card within three months of opening a Good Day account on excellent1.5% cash-back rewards for each purchase with a Bonus card offer for the new Chase Freedom Unlimited® credit card users make $200, which is a nice tweak for a spending level of just $500 in three months. To get the bonus,
you will need to spend an average of $167 per month with the card, which is a low bar compared to other credit card bonus requirements. What to consider Though the requirement to spend on Chase Freedom Unlimited® credit card bonus reward is only $500 over three months, people who aren't used to pulling out
their credit cards for everyday purchases may have trouble reaching that level of spending. If you are thinking about this card but are not a frequent credit card user, make a plan to dedicate some of your larger purchases to that card (even if it's only temporary) for the first three months you own the card so you can be
sure you get a $200 bonus. For credit card users who usually carry the balance on their cards from month to month, a 15 month introductory 0% APR for purchases can look like a lot. It is, but April goes up by 14.99%-23.74% variable after the end of the initial period. This interest rate could help you put together a larger
credit card than you would like if you don't pay off your balance before 16. Chase Freedom Unlimited® cash back details Uncha changed cash-back rewards are flat 1.5%. Unlike credit cards with rotating categories, this simple cash-back card offers the same flat rate reward for each purchase. While you have many
options for a no-year credit card fee, Chase Freedom Unlimited® credit card is the only one with a flat rate of 1.5%. So cardholders don't have to think about how and where they are spending money because it involves rewards. Competing cards offer higher cashback rates in certain categories, but their all other category
is consistently 1%. With Chase Freedom Unlimited® credit card, you'll also get credit card perks such as zero liability protection, purchase protection and extended warranty. Chase Freedom Unlimited® feesStech will have a 0% introductory APR purchase for the first 15 months of owning a Chase Freedom Unlimited®
credit card that April goes up 14.99%-23.74% variable after the initial period ends. There is no annual fee, but you will pay up to a $39 late fee if you miss the card's maturity. How it compares to other cash-back Card? Chase Freedom Unlimited® but offers offers cash-back rate, but if you are willing to work a little harder,
you can earn more with another credit card. For example, you can get 5% cashback with Discover it® Cash Back credit cards for spending in grocery stores, restaurants, gas stations, select rideshares and online shopping, up to a quarterly maximum when activated. But the category changes every three months. All
expenditure outside the target category in each quarter is flat 1%. The intro bonus with this card is a match cashback rewards earned at the end of the first year. Blue Cash Everyday® Card from American Express offers 3% cash back in U.S. supermarkets up to $6,000 a year in purchases, then 1%. Cardholders receive
2% cash-back rewards at U.S. gas stations and select U.S. department stores. All other expenses receive a 1% cashback reward. With a welcome offer you can get 20% back on Amazon.com on the card in the first 6 months, up to $200 back. Plus, earn $100 back after you spend $1,000 in purchases on your new card
within the first 6 months. For credit card users who don't normally spend that much with their cards, Chase Freedom Unlimited® credit card offers a better sign up bonus with a lower spending threshold. Please note: Discover Information ® Cash Back has been collected independently TheSimpleDollar.com. The issuer
has not provided details or is responsible for their accuracy. For rates and fees for the Blue Cash Everyday® Card from American Express, please click here. Editorial note: Compensation does not affect our recommendations. However, we can earn a commission on sales from the companies featured in this post. To
view our information, click here. The opinions expressed here are by the author himself and have not been reviewed, approved or otherwise approved by our advertisers. Reasonable efforts shall be made to present accurate information, but all information shall be submitted without warranty. You can find the terms and
conditions on our advertiser's website. Policies.
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